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Charvi Bernwal is an Economics and Data Analytics double major. Charvi finds joy in research papers that are open-ended as they afford him the freedom to explore his interests to the fullest.

Writing Advice: Writer's block is normal and happens to everyone!

Corvus Endo is an English Major and Ancient Greek and Roman Studies Minor on the Pre-Law Track. He enjoys writing heavy courses and his favorite part of the writing process is researching and putting ideas together.

Writing Advice: When stuck with writer's block, talk out the confusion with a friend or someone who will listen. They may give you an idea or you may figure it out yourself.

Taylor Hardin is a Religion and Black Studies double major. Taylor is a passionate writer and enjoys writing on topics that align with her interests in areas of social justice, human rights, and equality.

Writing Advice: When you can, bring your own options and writerly voice into your work. This will allow you to not just write a good paper, but to write a good paper which aligns with your personal values and beliefs.

Ava King is a Theatre and Women's and Gender Studies double major. For Ava, there is almost nothing more satisfying than crafting a well-made sentence for an academic paper. As a writer, she enjoys analyzing contradictions and paradoxes.

Writing Advice: Remember that your reader doesn't know the thoughts inside your head, you have to clarify what you mean so they don't make assumptions.

Tahlia Little is a Health, Exercise, and Sport Studies (HESS) major. Tahlia describes herself as a reluctant writer, and focuses most of her energy during the writing process towards pre-drafting and planning.

Writing Advice: Write until you get there and worry about fixing it later.